Mental philosophy and metaphysics were even less instructive than physiology, for the sum oi the practical knowledge they imparted, as to the function of the brain in mental operations, might be stated in the words of Rcid: " In perception, the object produces some changc in the organ [of special sense]; the organ produces some change upon the nerve ; and the nerve produces some changc in the brain." The nature of that change, and its relations to the consciousness and the will, appeared to be wholly unknown to mental philosophers, and were only discussed when it was sought to establish some vague and profitless hypothesis. Nay, not a few metaphysicians hardly concede so much as the fundamental proposition, that the brain is the organ of mind, and necessary to the manifestation of its phenomena; for they practically ignore the science of ccrcbral physiology, and investigate the operations of mind as if the brain took no part in them. IIow dangerous to scientific and religious truth and morals such a fundamental error may be, is in process of demonstration by the proceedings of " spiritualists" and their congeners, who dcduce tile wildest and most mischievous doctrines from their experimental researches.
x eeling this want of definite knowledge as to the functions of the brain, and its relation to mental phenomena, when investigating cerebral pathology, I endeavoured to attain to something better, by adopting the inductive method of inquiry. Pacts and experimental researches in abundance were not wanting; an(l I therefore soon rcached this general conclusion, that the brain being a congeries of ganglia, did not dificr in its laws of action from the other ganglia ?f the nervous system ; and in particular, that like the spinal ganglia, it was subject to the laws of reflex action. It followed, therefore, that although, as the organ of conscious mind, its functions were carried on with consciousness, yet as being a series of ganglia analogous to the spinal, its functions might be, and often were, carried on without consciousness, or at least independently of the will, and of the accompanying sensations, if consciousness existed. This doctrine having been, in the main points, approved and adopted by eminent physiologists and pathologists (amongst whom my friend, Dr compare the result, as it presents itself to our minds after it has been attained, with the materials submitted to the proccss. To those who have carcfully observed the phenomena of thought in relation to the will and the consciousness, this mode of mental action must be a familiar fact; and to those who have studied the phenomena of reflex action, especially as displayed in the instincts of animals, its dependence upon the cerebral functions must be perfectly obvious and comprehensible. On the one hand, therefore, wo have consciousness; 011 the other, unconscious yet intelligent action. These arc the psychological phenomena. As the common medium of both, we have the cerebrum, the functions of which, in relation to these phenomena, form, there- fore, the physiological problems to be investigated. There are also weapons for the defcncc of the organism; apparatus for the prehension of food, and for its mechanical division and preparation previously to assimilation; apparatus for the supply of the oxidizing material; apparatus for the ??^?-connexion of the spcrm-cell and the germ-cell, &c. All these require to be combined in action for the attainment of t lie objects of the organism as a unity, and we have therefore a special apparatus formed for this end, in which that unconscious principle of intelligence, previously (and still, indeed) pre-the mind lias, in summary, the same ends in view, it is absolutely necessary to inquire into the nature of these fixed arrangements of the vesicular neurinc on which the instinctive acts depend, and their relations to consciousness.
It has been shown, that in the construction of the various necessary apparatus and instruments by which the great conservative idea is carried out into action, there is manifested a profound knowledge of numbers, geometry, mathematics, and of every department of natural philosophy; that is to say, all that the human mind knows of pure and mixed science (and, indeed, figure has a curvilinear figure that belongs to it?that is, a figure which may be symmetrically inscribed within it; and since every rectilinear figure may be reduced to a triangle, and a triangle is measured by its smallest angle, so also may curvilinear figures be measured by the angles of the rectilinear figure to which tliey belong. The theory of the pleasing in form being " that the division of space into an exact number of equal parts will aesthetically affect the mind through the medium of the eye, in the same way that the division of the time of vibration in music into an exact number of equal parts aesthetically aifccts the mind through the medium of the ear," it follows, that the first step in demonstration is to 5, 10, 20, &c., mediants, by 7, 14?, 28, &c., sub-tonics 
